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Defining and Non-Defining Relative Clauses 9 

Read the following article.  Then complete it using defining or non-defining relative clauses.  

Use the phrases from the note sheet below to help you.  Add ‘who’, ‘that’, ‘which’ or ‘whose’ and 

commas where necessary 

 

- is usually a very cold day 

 

- he intended to explode 

- were cold and dirty 

 

- have been injured by the fireworks 

- was caught and blamed 

 

- father died when he was 8 years old 

- shouldn’t happen because of all the problems it 

creates 

 

- sell fireworks to children 

- attempted to blow up the Houses of Parliament 

 

- are made from paper 

- have been started accidentally - lie beneath parliament 

 

Bonfire Night 

The 5th of November (1) ______________________ is a day when children all over Britain light 

fires and set off fireworks. They are remembering Guy Fawkes (2) ______________________ but 

was unsuccessful in 1605. On November 4th, Fawkes (3) ____________________ was found 

hiding in the cellars (4) that/which ____________________.  There was also a large quantity of 

bombs (5) that/which ____________________ when the King opened the new session of 

Parliament the next day. 

He was arrested, sentenced to death and hanged. There were several others in the plot, but Fawkes 

was the one (6) who ____________________. If he had succeeded, he would have killed the King, 

all of the Bishops, a large percentage of the aristocracy and most of the Members of Parliament. The 

cellars (7) ____________________ are still searched before each opening of Parliament, and on the 

evening of November 4th every year. 

November 5th is known as 'Guy Fawkes' Night', and models of Fawkes (8) 

____________________ are burned on the fires. Unfortunately, November 5th is also an evening 

when hospitals are very busy treating children (9) who ____________________. The fire brigade is 

also busy, putting out fires (10) ____________________. Some people believe that it is a festival 

(11) ________________________________. There are now strict controls on shops (12) 

______________________, and television warnings about the dangers of fireworks. 


